
As regards the hellish Black Book, if I can find some well-educated maniac, who hasn’t been crammed with conventional occult 

hocus-pocus, I may have him write it for publication. If not, I may shoot myself full of dope sometime and write it myself. 

– R.E.H. to H.P.L., May 1932

Suicide Hour 
The Whole Ball of Wax 

Winter, 1947. It is bleeding cold. Alexandros S. Pearson, cultist, hires a hack-writer, Phil DeSanex, to shoot up a mystery drug, 
hallucinate himself into the Dreamlands, take notes of his journey, and compile them into a new Mythos tome. The side-effects of the 
experience are the horrific suicides of other participants, who use their entrails to build a nest for a Dreamlands serpent. 

It Starts with a Crime Scene 
The investigators are NYPD detectives, perhaps the same gumshoes that unraveled “The Afflicted,” who are radioed in to investigate a 
homicide in Chinatown. Two pairs of beat cops have cordoned off the building, and tell the investigators that “It’s a real splatter house 
up there.” In a dingy apartment on the third floor is a shooting gallery – a den where junkies go to shoot up. Eight men sit dead in 
ratty easy chairs and couches around the living room. In the middle of the room is a pile of entrails and guts, with loops of slimy 
intestines leading back to each corpse (SAN 1d4/1d10). 

The Clues
All clues are available with Spot Hidden rolls of increasing difficulty. 
Needles and Things (apparent, no roll) – piles of evidence that the eight were shooting up dope. Nine chairs (Standard) – but only 
eight bodies. Hand-Written Notes (Hard) – apparently dropped by the ninth chair, some kind of bad poetry. Discarded Dope 
Bundle (Extreme) – crumbled up with the needles and things on the floor, unfolded it has a dope stamp of a winged, legless, three-
eyed dragon. The Weird Rock – if anyone specifically roots through the pile of guts they find a lumpy, spherical black rock. If any of 
these clues are missed, the forensics team finds them later and can radio the info to the investigators. 

Where it Leads
The Corpses – The eight didn’t die from heroin overdoses, but from the disemboweling. The medical officer (or a Medicine or 
similar roll) says the wounds are self-inflicted; it’s mass suicide, not homicide! Six of them are unidentified junkies. One is the mayor’s 
son, and another is the son’s chum. The chief wants this crime solved! Needles –The local dealer is Johnny Chen, a significant 
member of the Chinese mob. He can be found at the Red Dragon Restaurant avec bodyguards. He knows nothing. This could easily 
turn violent. Nine Chairs – Who is the missing person? All of the mayor’s son’s friends are accounted for. Hand-Written Notes – 
These describe an otherworldly vista, and the speaker hunted through the black woods by an unseen flying creature. Scrawled at the 
top are the date and the initials “P.D.S.” No amount of street canvasing discovers anything. If someone checks the NY Public Library, 
a Hard Persuade or Intimidate roll gets the librarian to admit that Phil DeSanex has been checking out various occult books lately. 
She knows he attends a local writing club. A Library Use roll discovers a book that he was reading contains a spell, Beckon the Hunter of 
the Night. Discarded Dope Bundle – None of the local dealers know the source, but have of heard of a new brand of dope circulating 
the streets, “Witching Hour.” The high is supposed to be intense if shot exactly at midnight. Those who have partaken say “Suicide 
Hour” is a better name, because the vision of being chased through the woods by a monster is so visceral that some can’t handle it and 
kill themselves. On a Hard Intimidate or Persuade roll, one of the street informers knows that the dope comes from an abandoned 
warehouse in Chinatown. If shown the discarded bundle, Johnny Chen admits that there is an old Chinese mystic handing out the 
bags at a deserted warehouse. He’s an “old family friend” and has been given permission to give out his dope. “Give?” “Yes, give. Not 
sell.” The Weird Rock – This is a portal that can crack open and “birth” a full-grown Hunting Horror. If tracked down, a local 
geologist has no idea what kind of rock it is and asks to take it to his office in the NY Museum of Natural History. It’s an unknown 
substance, warm to the touch, and unbreakable by the investigators. 

The Warehouse
Tying the clues together. 

The building is empty except for a dimly lit office on the second floor. Inside, an old Chinese man, Yinglong Hao, sits on a cushion 
pouring tea. A large, shirtless man stands nearby. He is Fangfeng, the body guard. If interviewed, Yinglong has no answers. He says 
he gives the packages (bundles) to any who ask. If threatened, Fangfeng attacks and Yinglong runs into another room, where he 
immediately and instantly disappears. He will be back later if the investigators leave and return. If they stakeout the building, they 
eventually watch DeSanex enter. If they wait for him to leave, he doesn’t. He goes upstairs, gets a bag of dope and shoots it up on a 
couch in Yinglong’s second room. If the investigators enter then, Fangfeng attacks, Yinglong runs into another room and disappears, 
DeSanex moans and unconsciously writes in his notebook. Looking up, the paint on the ceiling moves in swirling smears around an 
inky black vortex, a partial gate that lets DeSanex’s subconscious enter the Dreamlands (SAN 1/1d6). If Yinglong or Fangfeng are ever 
killed, they reappear in their warehouse the following day.  

The Occultist, the Author, and the Beast 
Sobered up, DeSanex fingers Pearson, who hired him to shoot the dope and record his experiences. Pearson, who lives in a plush loft, 
admits to hiring the writer, but denies the orders to shoot illegal drugs. An expert on the occult, he offers to help identify the rock. 
Position Pearson or DeSanex with the rock, either in the police lab or (better) the NY Museum of Natural History, and have the 
occultist or author cast the spell Beckon the Hunter of the Night. The rock breaks, the Hunting Horror flies from the Dreamlands and into 
the room, and the carnage begins. Good luck gumshoes! 
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